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CLASS B (CHF) UNITS

*The fund was authorized by the FINMA in Switzerland.

The positive mood on the international financial markets continued in April 
and many stock indices recorded new all-time highs. Government stimulus 
programmes and monetary support measures, coupled with a stable interest 
rate environment and corporate earnings in the USA that significantly exceeded 
expectations, continued to boost the stock markets. The Globalance Zukun-
ftbeweger Focused Fund also benefited from this optimism. The megatrend 
themes of health & ageing and resource scarcity were particularly positive. The 
shares of Basic Fit (operator of a fitness club chain in the Benelux countries and 
France) benefited from the outlook of an early containment of the pandemic 
wave and Umicore (Belgian materials technology and recycling group) also 
shone with double-digit price gains.

Globalance Zukunftbeweger  
Focused Fund

Investment Strategy 

The Globalance Zukunftbeweger Focused fund 
makes targeted investments in roughly 70 equities 
which feature in the most innovative growth areas, 
such as digitalisation, new mobility or megacities.

Zukunftbeweger (Futuremovers) are companies 
which respond successfully to the most important 
megatrends and derive above-average benefits 
from the growth potential of this sector.

When making its selection Globalance Bank takes 
care to ensure that these companies have a positive 
Globalance Footprint©, i.e. a positive effect on the 
economy, society and environment.

5 Reasons to Invest in Globalance 
 Zukunftbeweger Focused

 + High potential return
 + Participation in relevant future themes
 + Broadening traditional portfolios to include  
future opportunities
 +  Positive impact with the Globalance Footprint©

 + Professional partners  
(theme investments since 1995)

Statistics  (Performance and Risk)

Performance month of April -1.4%

Performance year to date 5.8%

Performance since launch  (11.11.2019) 34.8%

Annualized volatility 23.7%

Sharpe Ratio 1.0

Fund Details*

CLASS B (CHF)

Minimum investment none

Accounting currency CHF

Net asset value per unit  as of 30.04.2021 CHF 134.8

Fund assets CHF 90.7 M

Management and distribution fee 1.6 %

ISIN LU2049785145

FUND DATA

Legal form SICAV under Luxembourg law

Subscriptions and redemptions Each trading day, at all distribution and payment agents

Permitted for distribution Switzerland, Luxembourg

Payment agent in Switzerland Credit Suisse (Switzerland) AG

Representative Acolin Fund Services AG, Zurich

Custodian bank Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) AG

Investment advisor Globalance Bank AG

Contact info@globalance.com

Portfolio Structure  

CURRENCIES MEGATRENDS THAT ARE CHANGING OUR WORLD

Globalance Footprint®  

51.0 USD
13.6 EUR
9.0 CHF
8.5 JPY
7.6 HKD
3.1 GBP
2.7 AUD
1.6 NOK
1.6 DKK
1.5 CAD

in % in %

20.7 Digitization
18.2 Health and age
12.7 Scarcity of resources
11.2 Climate and energy
10.5 Urbanisation
10.1 Knowledge-based society
9.3 Consumer society
4.4 New Mobility
2.8 Automation
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Disclaimer ⁄ This document is exclusively for information purposes. It constitutes neither an invitation nor a recommendation to purchase, hold or sell financial instruments or banking services, and it does 
not release the recipient from the responsibility to exercise his own judgement. In particular, the recipient is advised to check the appropriateness of the information to his own circumstances as well as its 
legal, regulatory, fiscal and other consequences — ideally with the aid of an adviser. Historical performance data does not provide any guarantee of future trends. Investment in fund units is associated with 
risks, in particular of fluctuations in value and fluctuating returns. When surrendering fund units the investor may receive less money back than he originally invested. Foreign currencies also entail the risk 
of depreciation in relation to the investor’s reference currency. The data and information contained in this publication has been compiled with the greatest of care by Globalance Bank AG. Nevertheless, 
Globalance Bank AG provides no guarantee of its correctness, completeness or reliability, nor any guarantee that it is up-to-date, and it accepts no liability for losses which may arise from the use of this 
information. This document may not be reproduced as a whole or in part without the written permission of the authors and Globalance Bank AG.
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